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Courageous Conversations
How to Negotiate!

Marg Smith

Inspirational Coaching
 Oh its just easier to do it myself

 I’m not good at confrontation

 What if it all blows up in my face?

 I don’t have time right now

 I’m sure it will all work out

 Its not upto me

 So and so is much better at this than me!

It starts with YOU!
What are the messages we send 

ourselves?

And this is when you know it has 
gotten really BAD!

What do you see?

 Typical person in a typical day has 60,000 thoughts!

 Of those 95% are the same day after day!

 AND 80% are negative!

What would happen if I was more 
intentional about my thoughts?

 If  I am frightened of the consequences, what is the 
consequence of not having this conversation?

 What would I tell a friend who was in this situation?

 How can I see this in a more positive light?

Reframing
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 Think about the negative messages you send yourself 
about courageous conversations or negotiating

 Share this with the person beside you

 How could you reframe these thoughts to help you 
be more confident in the conversation or negotiation?

Activity  

 Think about the person with which you least want to 
negotiate or have a courageous conversation.

 What is it about that person that makes you feel 
concerned?  Think of a few words you would use to 
describe that person’s behavior or attitude.

Who are we communicating with?

Parent

Adult 

Child

PAC Model

Eric Berne

Parent

Adult 

Child

PAC Model

Rules   Provider    Cares   Tell

Direct   Nurture   Right!  Discipline   Know   

Expert    In charge

Decision maker

Parent

Adult 

Child

PAC Model

Naughty  Playful  Rule breaker

WHY?   Challenging  Dependent

Rude    Curious   Entitled

Needy   Disrespectful   Unsure

Rules   Provider    Cares   Tell

Direct   Nurture   Right!  Discipline   Know   

Expert    In charge

Decision maker

Parent

Adult 

Child

PAC Model

Naughty  Playful  Rule breaker

WHY?   Challenging  Dependent

Rude    Curious   Entitled

Needy   Disrespectful   Unsure

Rules   Provider    Cares   Tell

Direct   Nurture   Right!  Discipline   Know   

Expert    In charge

Decision maker

Responsible   Respectful  Listens

Assertive   Shares   Committed

Mature Doesn’t play the game!
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Parent

Adult 

Child

PAC Model

Eric Berne

Principled Negotiation
Getting to Yes Roger Fisher and William Ury

 Separate the people from the problem

 Focus on interests not positions  

 Create lots of options for mutual gain

 Decide based on objective criteria

Principled Negotiation
Getting to Yes Roger Fisher and William Ury

The higher the Emotion the lower the 
IQ!!!!

Activity  

 Turn to the person beside you and share…

What are you going to do to invest 
in you and protect your IQ?

 Remember – It starts with you, what 
message are you sending to yourself and 
is it one that helps you?

 How are we maintaining our ADULT 
state?

 How am I looking after myself to be able 
to access my highest IQ?

Good luck with your Courageous 
Conversations and Negotiations
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Last thought


